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Introduction
This was the fourth occasion on which the alternative to the practical investigation has been
offered to international centres. The performance of students continues to improve and
examiners are pleased to note many students performed well across all three questions on
the paper.
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Question 1 (a-b) (i)
Many candidates were familiar with this core practical and showed an understanding of how
a respirometer worked. However, only the better candidates scored well on this question.
1(a) Many students were able to describe key steps in the use of a respirometer, but did not
explain their relevance e.g. students would describe adding potassium hydroxide to a boiling
tube, but did not give the purpose. This meant they did not gain any credit for this point.
Most students were able to describe several variables that need to be controlled. However,
they often struggled to describe how these variables could be controlled - often describing
a way of monitoring the variable. For example, to control temperature, many
students described using a thermometer to check the temperature. This is not sufficient in
laboratory based experiments – students should be describing the use of thermostatically
controlled water baths etc. Similarly, pH can be controlled using a buffer solution, not by
monitoring with a pH meter. There was often a lack of clarity about what students proposed
to repeat. To gain credit they needed to make it clear that they intended to collect replicates
at each temperature. Very few students described the use of a suitable inert control or the
need to equilibrate the apparatus before beginning to record measurements.
A disappointing number of students did not recognise that the question was concerned with
respiration and so described investigations of germination or plant growth.
1(b)i A surprising number of candidates incorrectly suggested light intensity as a variable
that needed controlling. Many students listed more than two variables, but as light intensity
was one of the first two, they only gained credit for one suggestion. Numerous correct
suggestions gained credit, some of the more popular being size or mass of seed, age of
seed, source of seed and moisture.
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Examiner Comments

The candidate has answered this question well gaining full marks for 1(a) and 1(b)i.
1(a) Evidence for most marking points can be found in the answer. To be sure of marking
point 5 (controlling temperature) the candidate should have described how to control
temperature and not simply stated the use of water baths at particular temperatures. To be
sure of gaining marking point 11 (suitable control) the candidate should have described the
use of an inert material of similar mass to the seeds. e.g. glass beads or killed seeds.
1(b)i The candidate has listed three variables. Only the first two were considered, variety
and age of seeds. Fortunately, both are correct.

Examiner Tip

Give proper thought to questions that ask you to give a specified number of responses e.g give
two variables. Examiners will only mark the number requested in the question, and will mark
your answer strictly in the order you list them.  
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Question 1 (b) (ii)
Many students identified light intensity as a variable that would need to be controlled in 1
(b)i. Unfortunately, they frequently continued with light intensity in 1(b)ii. There was no
credit for attempts to describe an effect of light intensity on the experiment, but a mark was
available if they gave an acceptable explanation of how to control light intensity.  Very few
candidates gained this mark because they did not clearly describe controlling both the light
source and the distance between light source and respirometer.

Examiner Comments

This candidate identified mass as a factor to control. One mark was awarded for correctly
stating how mass can be controlled using a balance. The second mark was not awarded
because the student did not state what effect changing mass would have on the results.
e.g. increase in mass would increase the volume of oxygen consumed, or the liquid in the
capillary tube would move further if the mass of seed was increased.

Examiner Tip

Follow the instructions in a question carefully. Students are frequently asked to describe
the effect of changing an independent or control variable on the result. For these
questions you should make sure your answer refers to the dependent variable being
measured. If possible you should also give a direction to the effect.
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Examiner Comments

This answer scored both marks. More seeds using more oxygen
was accepted for the second mark. This answer would have
been improved if the candidate had stated more seeds use an
increased volume of oxygen.
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Question 1 (c)
Although a number of students gave good answers, many students did not recognise that
the seeds would switch to anaerobic respiration and were thus unable to explain what effect
this would have on the results. Some focused on biochemical details such as the role of
Krebs cycle and the production of ATP, while others stated that respiration would stop and
the seeds would die or fail to germinate.

Examiner Comments

This student has clearly understood the question and produced an answer that gains
full marks. The candidate states that there would be no movement of the liquid in the
manometer tube. Then the candidate provides an explanation in terms of no oxygen
consumption and any CO2 produced being absorbed by the soda lime and thus having
no effect on the gas pressure.

Examiner Tip

Read questions carefully to make sure you fully answer the question. Many questions,
like this one, will ask you to describe something and give an explanation.
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Examiner Comments

This candidate did not recognise that anaerobic respiration could
still take place. The reference to respiration gains no credit by
itself. If the candidate had referred to no aerobic respiration
this would have gained one mark.
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Question 2 (a)
Many students are able to give a suitable null hypothesis. The most frequent errors were
to describe a hypothesis, (rather than a null hypothesis), forget to include any reference
to a significant effect and to state that there was a significant difference between caffeine
concentration and heart rate!

Examiner Comments

No mark was awarded because the candidate has
given a hypothesis rather than a null hypothesis.

Examiner Tip

The examiner will often try to help students by putting a key word in bold.
Pay particular attention to any emboldened words in the question.
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Examiner Comments

This is an example of a concise and accurate null hypothesis. The
student has referred to animals, which was accepted. However, it
would have been better to use Daphnia.
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Question 2 (b)
All three answers listed in the mark scheme were seen in the candidates' responses.
However the most popular answer focused on the nervous system and pain. Many students
were able to state that Daphnia would not feel pain and that this was because they have a
simple nervous system, gaining both marks. A large number of students gave answers that
related to practical advantages, e.g. translucent body and ease of observing heart beats.
Some tried to turn this into an ethical point by implying the observation of heart rates in
higher animals would require dissection. These answers gained no credit.

Examiner Comments

A good answer that gains full credit.

Examiner Comments

The candidate has identified that Daphnia have a simple nervous system gaining one mark.
However, the candidate then describes a practical advantage to using Daphnia which is not
relevant to the question.  Therefore, the candidate does not gain the second mark.
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Question 2 (c-e)
This question was answered well by the majority of students, with many gaining between 6
and 8 marks.
2 (c) Most students were able to accurately calculate the mean values and record calculated
values with consistent decimal places. A disappointing number still forgot to include units.
2(d) Many students produced acceptable tables. Those who put the independent variable in
the left hand column found it easier to gain all three marks. Common errors include missing
or incorrect units. A few students did not follow the instruction in the question to include all
the raw data.
2 (e) Many students were able to plot sensible graphs gaining 2 or 3 marks. Common
errors were not including ‘mean’ in the y-axis label and not showing axis breaks. A small
number of candidates used a non-linear x-axis, and some plotted a bar graph rather than a
scatter/line graph.
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Examiner Comments

This candidate has calculated mean values, and recorded them
all to 1 decimal place. However, they have forgotten to include
units so only gain 2 marks for 2(c).
The table is well designed and contains all the relevant
information gaining 3 marks for 2(d).

Examiner Tip

Get into the habit of using
units when describing data and
recording calculated values.

The graph is plotted accurately, has appropriately labelled axis,
a clearly identified axis break on the y - axis and is a sensible
size. So this answer gains all 3 marks for 2(e).
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Examiner Comments

This candidate has made the common mistake
of leaving out the units for the calculated mean
values, table headings and axis label. There is also
a plotting error for the first point.  
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Examiner Comments

This candidate has calculated the mean values correctly and included units gaining all three
marks for 2(c). The table is well designed and contains all the relevant information again
gaining all three marks for 3(d). The candidate has used a non linear scale for the x axis of
the graph. Everything else about the graph is correct so the candidate was awarded 2 of the
available 3 marks for 3(e).

Examiner Tip

Brush up on your graphing skills. Make sure you can plot with a sensible linear
axis, that you can give appropriate labels to your axis and that if you break the
axis you clearly show the break.
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Question 2 (f)
Many candidates answered the first part of this question well, demonstrating that they
understood how to interpret the statistical test result. However, most students missed the
point that they needed to explain the result.

Examiner Comments

This candidate has used the information provided in the table
to draw a valid statistical conclusion of a significant correlation
between the concentration of caffeine and heart rate.
This gains three marks. A simple statement that caffeine is a
stimulant would have gained the final mark.

Examiner Tip

Always read questions
carefully. Pay particular
attention to any words that
are in bold.
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Examiner Comments

This candidate has gone some way towards explaining the statistical significance of the
result. Recognising that the calculated correlation value is greater than the significance
value, together with the description of a significant correlation, gains two marks.
However, the student used an incorrect significance value (0.89) and did not give any
explanation for the effect of caffeine, so did not gain the third mark.
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Question 3
Many candidates were able to gain a significant number of marks on this question. The
style and format of the question was similar to previous years and candidates had a
clear idea as to how to gain credit. Candidates who scored less well appear to have
been confused by the context of the question and described completely inappropriate
investigations, e.g. growing crops in fields.
3(a) While many students were able to identify a number of relevant safety issues, a
surprising number of students struggled with this part of the question. The most frequent
correct response was to identify the potential irritant/allergenic nature of plant material.
A common error was to simply describe the risk of infection/contamination to the tissue
culture without saying how this might become a safety issue. Some simply stated that
aseptic techniques should be used.
3(b) Many students were able to gain full marks on this part of the question by correctly
identifying three important aspects of preliminary work. A small number did not appreciate
what was meant by preliminary work and simply launched into their investigation. A number
of candidates made generic statements about using the internet etc. to find out unspecified
information, which did not gain credit.
3 (c) Many students scored highly on this question. However, it was clear that many
did not have a good grasp of what they were investigating.   Many candidates described
inappropriate combinations of dependent variable and time period for the study.
3(d) Candidates who used an example table and sketch graph to illustrate their answer
often scored highly on this question. Many gained credit for a table showing the collection
of raw data and calculation of relevant mean values.   Few students were able to explain
how a change in growth could be calculated. Many students also gained credit for a
sketched scatter graph, with appropriate axis labels and the description of a correlation test.
A small number of students suggested inappropriate statistical tests.
3 (e) Many students gained one mark for stating that it was difficult to control all the
variables affecting tissue growth.   A much smaller number were able to identify a specific
example of an uncontrolled variable. Many of those that did suggested genetic variation.
Unfortunately, the context of the question is about growing clones, and these students had
usually described, in part (c), how they would control for genetic variability, so they gained
no credit here.
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Examiner Comments

3(a). The candidate has identified one sensible risk gaining a mark.
3(b) This part of the question has been answered well, with the candidate identifying three
important aspects of preliminary work (mark points 1, 5 and 3) gaining all three marks.
3(c) The candidate has produced a good answer that could gain credit for many of the mark
points available, gaining a maximum of 8 for content. The account is well written with good
use of technical terms and gains both SPG marks, giving the maximum available mark of
10. Although the candidate identified variable to control (mark points 7 and 8) they did not
describe how these variables could be controlled (mark points 9 and 10), a common mistake
with this question.
3(d) The candidate produced a sensible table based on the proposed investigation. Suitable
headings and space to record replicate data, and a calculated mean value gained two marks.
The candidate did not describe how to calculate a change in growth. This is a common mistake
on this question (mark point 2). A scatter graph was suggested, together with the use of
Spearman Rank statistic to gain a further two marks. Overall, the candidate gained all four
available marks.
3(e) The candidate gained all three available marks (mark point 1, 2 and 6).

Examiner Tip

Make sure you use information such as section headings, and the number of marks available
to help you plan how to answer large questions like this one. Also make sure that the answer you give for each part of the question makes sense in terms of the previous parts. You
will not gain credit if you contradict yourself.
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Paper Summary
In order to achieve the best possible marks candidates need to spend an appropriate
period of time preparing for this exam. Candidates should have a good look at all of the
core practicals in the specification and make sure they understand the underlying biological
principles being explored, as well as the practical techniques employed.
They should read the criteria for the unit 6 practical biology and investigative skills carefully
to get a good idea of the sort of things they need to consider when tackling a planning
question.
Although candidates are not required to carry out a specific statistical test, they should be
aware of which types of test are appropriate for which types of data, so they can plan to
collect sufficient data for analysis.
Candidates need to read questions carefully and ensure that they answer the question
completely
Candidates should make sure they understand what they are being asked to do. This is
particularly important in question 3 when they may be asked to plan investigations set in
an unusual context.
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Grade Boundaries
Grade boundaries for this, and all other papers, can be found on the website on this link:
http://www.edexcel.com/iwantto/Pages/grade-boundaries.aspx
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